414-465-CASH
24 Hour Service
Are you involved in a pending lawsuit but cannot
wait for your money?

Benefits

If this is your problem, lawsuit funding (also known as a pre
settlement loan or lawsuit cash advance) from PRE





Immediate funds for
you to use as you wish

Collecting on your injury case takes time, anywhere from a few



Competitive rates

months to several years. This puts tremendous strain on your



One of the ONLY
funding companies that
loans on Premise
Liability Cases



Quick & attentive
explanation on how the
program works



24 to 48 hour approval
process

SETTLEMENT FUNDING is the solution.

financial resources. Chances are you will eventually receive a
substantial award, but until your case is settled, your bills keep
piling up. Not to mention you may also be out of work due to
your injury.

“Cash for Your Clients”

Qualifiers

Routine funding

•••

PRE SETTLEMENT FUNDING

contract in the file as a lien

routinely funds people who

against any future

have been in motor vehicle

settlement. Meaning, PRE

accidents, WorkComp cases, or

SETTLEMENT FUNDING

Slip and Fall injuries, and

loans you money now and

premise liability cases. We look

when your case settles, you

at every type of case, so do not

pay us back. Rest assured,

hesitate to call and see if you

if we approve your case for

qualify today. We fund cases

funding, we believe you

that would not typically be

have a strong case and that

funded by a bank or lending

you will eventually recover

company. The funding

money from your lawsuit.



You must have a
pending claim against a
defendant



You must have an
attorney



Your attorney must be
representing you on a
contingency basis:
meaning that the
attorney only gets paid
if the lawsuit is
successful. *



Full Recourse Loans

arrangement will be a contract
between a plaintiff (you) and a
lender (PRE SETTLEMENT
FUNDING) that provides
immediate cash to you, often in
as short as 24 hours. Your
attorney then places the

*Exceptions may apply. Please call for

8235 Forsyth BLVD

additional information

suite 282
Clayton, MO 63105
MO License 367-16-7835
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